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VISUAL STYLE
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WORDMARK

LOGOS

COMBO MARK PICTORIAL MARK
The wordmark is to be used in

more corporate situations, such
as statements and letterheads.
It can also be used when there
is not quite enough space for
the combo mark, however the
combo mark is preferably used

over the wordmark.
 

The combo mark is the main logo
for InTune. It combines the

wordmark and the pictorial mark
into a cohesive design. The

combo mark is to be used in most
situations, but should not be

squeezed in to fit. There should
be plenty of room when it is used.

The pictorial mark should be
used when there is limited

space available. It should also
serve as the browser icon for
the website and other times
when an avatar for InTune is
needed. It should always be

used in a square shaped space.
 



PRIMARY COLORS

Blues Blue Dancing Dusk Pop Purple
#F4FBFF #3D5A7F #8384E3



SECONDARY COLORS

Wild White
#FFFFFF

Indie Ink
#1A1A1A



IMAGERY
Imagery posted on InTune will
represent our users.
Therefore, we will use
professional and appropriate
images with 
high energy. 

For user-generated content,
we will provide guidelines.
Imagery should be photos of
bands, venues, and
performers that they will
choose to post on their
profiles. Photos posted should
serve as a way for bands and
venues to get to know each
other. 



ACCEPTABLE USE
WORDMARK

COMBO MARK

PICTORIAL MARK



WORDMARK PICTORIAL MARK

UNACCEPTABLE USE

COMBO MARK



EDITORIAL STYLE



MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission: to bridge the gap between artists and venues
to mutually benefit by establishing a larger network.

TAGLINE
"Bridging the gap between artists and venues."



PRO: Performing Rights Organization (BMI, ASCAP, SECAC)
Cap: Capacity of the venue
Comps: Complimentary tickets
Flexing the House: Varying ticked prices based on demand
GBOR: Gross Box Office Revenue
Hard Ticket: A concert where the main attraction is a specific artist
Soft Ticket: An event where the event itself is the primary attraction- artists are part of the event
Manifest: Seating Chart of Venue. Promoter provides to Agent
Hospitality Rider: Document attached to the performance contract detailing an artist's personal
requirements: food, drink, dressing room, etc.
Tech Rider: Document attached to the performance contract detailing an artist's equipment
requirements
Hall Fees: % of merch sales that goes to the venue
Guarantee: Flat Fee

COMMONLY USED PHRASES



Door Deal: % of Door and/or Ticket Sales
Vs. Deal: Flat Fee vs. % of Door/Ticket $, whichever is higher
Split Point: The cost of putting on a show
Amphitheater: 90% of GBOR-Tax-Expenses
Backline: Drums and Amplifiers
FOH: Front of House- Mix position of sound engineer
Line Array: Hanging PA Speakers
DOS: Day of Show schedule
Concert Promoter: Produces and promotes concerts. Hires artists via agent. May book shows into
multiple venues. May serve as own talent buyer, or employ a talent buyer
Talent Buyer: Hires artists to play at venues. May work for either a promoter, or a specific venue.
Deals directly with booking agent.
EPK: Electronic Press Kit. Provides information about the band including their genre, a biography,
band members and their roles, links to music, photos, videos, press releases, tour dates, etc.

COMMONLY USED PHRASES



VOICE
InTune’s voice will be energetic and fun while remaining professional. As the brand
wants to appeal to musicians and venues alike, the voice needs to conform to both.

The voice will be:
Excited but not casual
Professional but not boring
Informed but not exclusive
Inviting but not pushy

Sample vocabulary: "gig," "crowd," "live," "perform," "grow," "audience," "immerse,"
"vibe," "gather," "connect," "play," "jam" 



INTERFACE MESSAGES
Professional tone 

Ex: "Your concert date request was sent successfully!"
Stay positive and do not blame the user for any errors

Avoid "do not" — use "try ___ format."
Only use exclamation points in positive messages.
Shorter message length rather than longer so the user can quickly
read and understand it
Include the user's name when possible.



GRAMMAR
Address all musicians, independent or band, as "artist." 
Address all locations (restaurants, bars, clubs, stadiums, theaters) as "venue."
Address all people separate from artists and venues as "independent buyer." 

SPELLING
"InTune" is written as one word and distinguished by capitalizing "I" and "T."
Theater v Theatre: Use "Theater" unless otherwise specified by the venue or artist.



IMAGES AND OTHER MEDIA
Profile Images are circular.
Artist images showcase the artist in a live concert environment. InTune urges artists
to abstain from using posed photoshoot images.
Venues are encouraged to upload images from both inside and outside the venue, as
well as onstage and from the crowd so artists can get a full sense of what to expect

LINKS
All links must be embedded into text, icons, or images.
Streaming Links are embedded in the streaming service's icon,  which is located at the top of the
artist page



UI COMPONENTS 



TOOLSTACK

FIGMA
Design & prototype

WORDPRESS
Development

CANVA
Presentations

ADOBE CREATIVE CLOUD
InTune Logo

APPLE MUSIC
Streaming

SPOTIFY
Streaming



october

october

CALENDAR
The calendar is for our users to mark their availability
and dates that they are already booked so that users
can see the available dates for all of the performers
and venues. The date will be faded if they are already
booked that day. 

20 UNSELECTED

SELECTED

UNAVAILABLE



USER AVATAR
Each user on InTune will have their own
user avatar. When the user creates a
profile they will be given the default
user avatar and then will be given the
option to customize the user avatar to
include any logo that they would like.
For this example, this avatar is
customized to the band's logo.

DEFAULT CUSTOMIZED



DROPDOWN

Content

Calendar

Booking

Photos/Videos

Under each musician or venue's page, there is a dropdown
menu where you will find the calendar, booking
information, photos/videos/graphics, and contracts. This
allows all users to have the most information on either the
musicians or venues to make connecting easier. 

Contracts

UNSELECTED

SELECTED
Content

Calendar

Booking

Photos/Videos

Contracts



INPUT FIELD

There are two possible options for input fields,
depending on the color scheme. When on a dark
background, the light is used and vice versa.

Username

Username

LIGHT

DARK
Username Username

Username Username



BUTTONS

Musician Venues

Musician Venues

EMPHASIS
The buttons direct
our users to which
area/category they
wish to visit on the
website. Each button
is a different color to
differentiate the
different areas of the
website that users
can interact with.  

LESS EMPHASIS

Musician

Musician

Musician

Musician



PATTERN LIBRARY



PATTERN I: SIGN IN
While it is not required to access our website, users will have the opportunity to create
a profile page where they can sign in and update their page regularly with content. 

Username

Password

Sign In

Username

Password

Sign In

Username

Password

Sign In



PATTERN II: FORM

Your Name

Find a Musician

Email Address

Event Date Price Range ($)

Phone Number

Preferred Genre

Submit

Your Name

Find a Musician

Email Address

Event Date Price Range ($)

Phone Number

Preferred Genre

Submit

Your Name

Find a Musician

Email Address

Event Date Price Range ($)

Phone Number

Preferred Genre

Submit

In order to find a musician, venues will be able to fill out a form. They will
enter their personal information, the event date which will be chosen from
the UI calendar component, their price range, and preferred genre.



PATTERN III: ARTIST PAGE

Genre

Artist Name

Biography

Each artist will set up an artist page which acts as an EPK. Features include: genre,
photos, videos, biography, and established show dates. 

Show Dates

Aug 1 - Georgia Theatre
Sep 7 - The Eastern
Oct 24 - Aisle 5

Genre

Artist Name

Biography

october

20

Genre
Artist Name

Biography

Show Dates
Aug 1 - Georgia Theatre
Sep 7 - The Eastern
Oct 24 - Aisle 5

View Full Calendar


